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PressRelease
InControl Technology becomes an Energy Star Partner.
San Diego, October 31, 2007: InControl Technology, the premier provider of the first agent-less Asset
Intelligence solution MasterControl, is proud to announce the next step in IT Green with the addition of
EnergyControl to InControl’s product line enabling InControl to enter into a partner agreement with
Energy Star.
EnergyControl provides any organization with the immediate ability to manage energy cost and CO2
emissions from Data Centers to workstations. Now any public or private sector organization can extend
the powerful data collected by InControl and compare it to the built-in powerful libraries inside of
EnergyControl to formulate a real, identifiable energy savings and “Green” initiative. EnergyControl
utilizes InControl’s IT Green ROI (Return on Investment) reports to demonstrate the potential savings to
you and provide a clear picture of the steps your organization can take to significantly lower your energy
costs. The associated energy savings provides an immediate ROI, making going “Green” profitable from
day one. EnergyControl is also the first software product to partner with the US Department of Energy’s,
“Energy Star Service Provider Partner” program.
With immediate energy cost reduction, a clear picture for efficient technology refresh and the ability to
send a clear corporate message of “Green” results. This amounts to significant savings; on average, the
savings per workstation can reduce energy costs by $175.00 per year, for additional savings Data
Centers would also be able to isolate underutilized servers and consolidate technology.
“InControl Technology has now moved to the next step of IT Device utilization.” said Ben McCullom EVP,
InControl Technology Inc. “We now provide our customers and prospects with the ability to take
advantage of the immense benefits of energy management in IT and pay for it with the savings. Energy
management as it pertains to the IT Asset is the next logical extension of data collection in the area of
ITAM (IT Asset Management). The central repository provided in the use of EnergyControl incorporates
the detailed energy requirements of IT devices and is matched against built-in libraries to give a complete
view of consumption and CO2 output of IT devices. By combining the captured information and associated
Best Practices, companies can use this information to lower cost and see the comparison graphically.
“As a partner with ENERGY STAR our mission is to promote energy efficiency as an easy and desirable
option for everyone, consumer and business, to prevent pollution, to protect the global environment and
save on energy bills.”
“EnergyControl has taken this first step in the desktop arena and now has a solid roadmap to the Data
Center.” McCullom further states, “Today‟s requirements for demonstrating a move to „Green‟ require real
results, you will get these benefits immediately with EnergyControl or in conjunction with MasterControl,
our comprehensive IT Asset Management solution”.
For additional information, visit the InControl website at:
www.incontroltechnology.com and download our EnergyControl IT Green PDF.
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